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1874. Astronomers from all over the world travel to Asia to observe a rare event, the passing of planet 
Venus between the Sun and Earth. 
Careful observations and measurements of this event would become the way to establish “the dis-
tance of all distances”, the distance between the Sun and us, later named “the Astronomical Unit”.  
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Mexico joins this global enterprise by sending a mission of Mexican astronomers to Japan.
This is the very first time when Latin American scientists conduct research at another continent. 
With the end of colonization, earlier in the 19th century, in countries like Mexico modern science begins receiving 
some attention, even if incipient, as the governments of the newly founded nations aim to industrialize their coun-
tries in a similar fashion as, on the other side of the planet, Japanese reformers “modernize” their own country.
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1974. To celebrate a century of the arrival of the Mexican astronomers, the city of Yokohama, 
Japan, installs a monumental stone describing their visit and research.
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1972. The Soviet probe Venera 8 lands on Venus and, for the first time, gathers direct information of its surface.
2010. The Japanese probe Akatsuki takes off from Earth towards Venus. It is at the moment the sole hu-
man-made object orbiting that planet.
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1,000 years ago. Mayan astronomers lead careful observations of Venus, a planet central to their mythology. 
They devise complex mathematical computations allowing them to orchestrate a unique calendar based on the 
cycle of Venus also in synchrony with their solar and moon calendars.
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Departing from data gathered in recent decades by 
Soviet, American and Japanese probes it has been 
possible for this project to faithfully recreate the 
chemical composition of the surface soil of planet 
Venus. 
This extraterrestrial soil has been used as clay, and 
consequently shaped, turned, and burnt transform-
ing it into ceramic pieces.

As much as ceramics was a foundational technol-
ogy to sapiens’ civilizations it remains deeply pres-
ent as nowadays it is even used as a component of 
space shuttles. 



MIRROR
Pottery made of planet Venus’ soil on a motorized 
telescope mount which endlessly follows planet Venus
2018





SPACECRAFT (DO NOT CONQUER)
Extraterrestrial soil turned into ceramics.
2018





SPACECRAFT (DO NOT OBJECTIFY THE LAND)
Extraterrestrial soil turned into ceramics.
2018









FIELD EXPEDITION I
Broken fragments of a piece of pottery made of Venus’ soil,
and the light of the same planet tracing a missing fragment.
2018







Film camera with 500mm lens on an electronic as-
tronomical mount.
The electronic mount has been hacked in order to 
control its movements by means of a software spe-
cially created for the purpose of this project: to draw 
with the light of planet Venus.

The steps are as follows: 
First, the geometric shape to be drawn--a fragment 
of the broken pottery (this specific fragment won’t be 
displayed in the final piece) is scanned and turned 
into data. This data is sent to the electronic mount 
which is able to move according to the drawn shape. 
In simpler words, the electronic mount becomes a 
drawing tool. 
Then, the film camera is set on top pointing to the 
bright planet Venus. Finally, a long exposure pho-
tograph is taken as the electronic mount draws the 
assigned geometric shape with the light of Venus.







FIELD EXPEDITION II
Broken fragments of a piece of pottery made 
of Venus’ soil, and the light of the same planet 
tracing a missing fragment.
2018









ASTRONAUT HAIRCUT
Performance recorded on video (8’34”, 4K, color, audio stereo)
2018
 



/ WATCH EXCERPT ON VIMEO /

https://vimeo.com/306632453




OBSERVATORY
Pottery made of Venus’ soil filled with sake.
2018





Photograph taken by American archeologist Hi-
ram Bingham at Machu Picchu, Peru. A local 
youngster seems to play with a stone over a “wa-
ter mirror”, a device which centuries ago had been 
used by Incan astronomers in order to fill them 
with water and observe the night sky reflected on 
its surface. This way of studying the firmament, 
by looking downwards rather than upwards, was 
present along the American continent before the 
destruction of those scientific sets of knowledge 
with the arrival of European conquistadors and 

priests in the 16th century. The youngster in the 
photograph, just as his parents and recent ances-
tors, had forgotten what was this device for.

The same astronomical strategy, although at a 
more impressive scale, was set forth by ancient 
Mayan astronomers who engineered entranc-
es into underground lakes (known as “cenotes”) 
meant to allow a perfectly vertical beam of light to 
be cast on specific dates, acting as a sundial and 
timekeeper.





METEORITE
Cast of the interior space within a bird’s body 
made of fallen wild bird’s eggshells
2018





Many human cultures have perceived birds as the animals 
closest to the stars, therefore assigning them mythological 
qualities for both their flying capability and proximity to the 
fetching phenomena seen up above, far beyond human 
reach. Legends involving complicities between birds and 
stars can be found all over the world; it is the case of the 
Mayan creator-god Itzam Ná, who is depicted as a bird sur-
rounded by planets and stars; it also happens in the classical 
Chinese tale of “The cowherd and the weaver girl” in which a 
flock of magpie birds create a bridge allowing the two of them 
to cross the Milky Way to be reunited. Based on this myth, 
recently one of the lunar satellites of the Chinese space or-
ganization (CNSA) has been named “Magpie Bridge” 

During a recent expedition to the Amazon, Santillán gath-
ered a bird found dead and collected broken egg shells 
left behind empty after the hatching of newly born birds. In 
an attempt to melt death and birth together into one entity, 
the artist applied taxonomical preparations to the bird’s 
body in order to cast the inner space (or cavity) within the 
bird. The casting material was obtained by crushing the 
eggshells into powder and mixing it with an agglutinant 
substance; the resulting malleable paste was poured into 
the bird’s body. Once it solidified it was removed from in-
side the bird revealing its inner space, an unrecognizable 
form delivered by a recognizable creature, a previously 
unseen form fallen from the sky.
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